[Analysis of multi-component sugar aqueous solution in low-concentration by near-infrared spectrometry].
Near infrared spectrophotometry was used to determine the concentrations of one, two and three-component sugar aqueous solutions. However, this method was always applied to dry or low moisture products and was not practicable for fresh fruits and vegetables because of the strong absorption of water in near infrared region. In this paper, the authors applied NIR method to aqueous solutions and discussed how to enhance the sensitivity. In aqueous solution systems, concentration of each individual sugar was in range of 0.01-0.25 mol x L(-1). Different calibrations and predicted results were gotten and compared to each other when full spectra or significant spectra regions were considered. By selecting relevant spectra regions due to important structural information to overcome the disturbance from absorption of water, calculations could be optimized and predicted results of concentrations were more accurate regarding the standard error of calibration (SEC) and standard error of prediction (SEP).